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摘要(中) In this report, I attempt to explain the problem faced by a niche market of f

ashion forward men, which is specifically the dissonance between the time-

consuming processes of shopping for authentic, limited vintage/second-han

d menswear, along with the convenient availability of the mass manufacturi

ng imitative designs of modern incumbents. I provide a two prong solution, 

mainly a comprehensive collection of unique designs available at a centrali

zed e-commerce store and a newly designed membership subscription servi

ce that aims to ultimately solve the problem of convenience and quality, ori

ginal design. This solution will sufficiently fill this largely underserved mar

ket and need by removing the time needed to be spent shopping for one-of-

a-kind pieces and thus eliminating the reliance on modern brands due to co

nvenience. 

摘要(英) In this report, I attempt to explain the problem faced by a niche market of f

ashion forward men, which is specifically the dissonance between the time-

consuming processes of shopping for authentic, limited vintage/second-han

d menswear, along with the convenient availability of the mass manufacturi

ng imitative designs of modern incumbents. I provide a two prong solution, 

mainly a comprehensive collection of unique designs available at a centrali



zed e-commerce store and a newly designed membership subscription servi

ce that aims to ultimately solve the problem of convenience and quality, ori

ginal design. This solution will sufficiently fill this largely underserved mar

ket and need by removing the time needed to be spent shopping for one-of-

a-kind pieces and thus eliminating the reliance on modern brands due to co

nvenience. 
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